Highlights from this Meeting:

- GS1-US represented by Vivian Underwood, Amber Walls and Jennie Stitzinger led discussion about the “POS Test Kit” retailers will use to review systems in preparation for the move Beyond the U.P.C.

- John Glaubitz (Vertex) has taken the Retail Industry Ontology (RIO) from starting gate to the home stretch. Although the first round is not released, the ontology is already proving to be incredibly valuable in supporting our efforts. John also presented RIO in the Ontology PSIG meeting.

- Jeff Hudson and Beth Buresh (The Coupon Bureau) provided timely insight into the subject of coupons in retail which has strong impact on our upcoming Digital Receipt and Fiscal API specs, starting with the RIO ontology.

- Furuhata Tadashi (Microsoft) and Toyohiro Yasumoto (VINX) liaisons with OPOS-J in Japan continue making progress with Digital Receipt.

- Roland Zalisevskij (Service Plus IT) continues to move ahead with Fiscal API. We have found an opportunity for Fiscal API to bridge a gap in the B2B invoicing standards from OpenPEPPOL by providing consumer VAT visibility.

- Leonid Rubakhin (Aptos) along with Denis Kuniss (Diebold Nixdorf) and Axel Garcia (Toshiba) have a handle on structuring our API components into versioned modules, soon to be organized in GitHub.

- Deadlines for some work items fall upon the 2021-Q3 meeting. Some work expected to be done on time for the 1-month review deadline, some are expected to need extension.
Deliverables from this Meeting:

- retail/ OMG_RDTF POS Test Kit 06.15.2021.pdf
- retail/ Retail DTF API Versioning Discussion Notes
- retail/ Retail DTF Day 1 & 2 Meeting Notes
- retail/ Retail DTF Closing Plenary Report

Future Deliverables:

- Digital Receipt RFP
- UnifiedPOS v2 Fiscal API RFP
- Retail Industry Ontology (RIO) for Digital Receipt and Fiscal API
- UnifiedPOS v1.15.1 (Barcode updates)
- UnifiedPOS v1.16.1 (Barcode updates with RCSD)
- GS1-US “Beyond the U.P.C.” Use-Cases in UnifiedPOS
Liaisons

- OPOS-J
- GS1-US
- The Coupon Bureau
- OpenPEPPOL

Agenda Items for the Next Meeting (2021-Q3 Burlingame):

- RDTF Summary and Agenda Overview
- Retail Industry Ontology WG meeting
- UnifiedPOS WG meeting
- Draft of Digital Receipts payload specification
- Beyond the U.P.C. Use-Case Examples in UnifiedPOS (with GS1-US)
- Submission to resolve issues in UPOS v1.15.1
- Proposed submission for UPOS v1.16.1 with work from UPOS v1.15.1
- Retail IoT – Transactions and Events